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1.0

2.0

Introduction
1.1

Northern Education Trust (NET) recognises the statutory responsibilities related to
employment. Day to day management of staff is delegated to the Principal and line
managers in each Academy/Service Division.

1.2

Throughout this policy reference is made to ‘a nominated officer’. This will usually be the
Principal, Executive Principal, Service Director, Line Manager or any officer as
nominated by the Chief Executive Officer. In some instances, it will be the Chief
Executive Officer or Trustees as outlined in the Scheme of Delegation.

1.3

The purpose of this policy is to provide an open and transparent framework that enables
Northern Education Trust (NET) to manage pay issues and to ensure that employees are
paid on a fair and equitable basis. This document also ensures consistency of treatment
in dealing with the administration of pay matters including pay appeals.

1.4

The Pay Policy will be reviewed by the Trust on an annual basis. The Trust will consult
with employee representatives via the Trust national JCC and the final policy will be
approved and adopted by the Trust Board.

1.5

The Trust recognises the importance of determining a pay policy and administering pay
in a way which enables the Trust to attract, motivate and retain the most suitable staff to
ensure the provision of education for students is of the highest quality.

1.6

In determining this policy the Trust has taken into account all relevant legislation and
codes of good practice. This pay policy should be read in conjunction with the Trust’s
appraisal policy, which outlines the procedures and the criteria for determining pay
progression on the grounds of performance for all employees paid under the School
Teachers Pay and Conditions Document (STP&CD). For clarity, support staff are not
subject to performance related pay.

1.7

This policy should also be read in conjunction with the Trust’s Scheme of Delegation
which outlines the appropriate delegated authority in dealing with HR related issues,
including pay and pay progression. All proposed changes to pay, including the
appointment of new staff, have to be approved by the Chief Executive or his/her
nominated officer. The creation of senior posts paid above £55,000 need to be approved
by Trustees.

Scope of Policy
2.1

3.0

The policy applies to all employees who have contracts of employment with Northern
Education Trust.

Aims of Policy
3.1

To maintain and improve the quality of education provided by the Trust by having a pay
policy that supports the Trust’s stated aims and business plan.

3.2

To maximise the quality of teaching and learning in the Trust.
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4.0

3.3

To identify the principles by which the salary decisions for all employees will be made to
enable the Trust to recognise and reward staff appropriately for their contribution to the
Trust and their individual performance and skills.

3.4

To operate pay arrangements in accordance with Equal Pay legislation.

3.5

To show clearly the Trust staffing structures and the graded value of each post within
them.

3.6

To clearly identify the proposed timetable for annual salary reviews and consideration of
whether teachers have met the performance criteria to progress on the pay spine.

3.7

To demonstrate to all staff that the Trust is managing its policy on pay in a fair,
consistent and transparent way.

3.8

To ensure that job descriptions and person specifications are available for all posts and
that job descriptions are formally updated and agreed with existing employees on a
yearly basis as part of the annual performance appraisal.

3.9

To ensure the staffing structure provides realistic career development opportunities for
employees where possible.

3.10

To provide a means of recruiting and retaining high quality staff in accordance with the
Trust’s needs, taking into account appropriate equal opportunity policies and
employment legislation and the appropriate guidance on safer recruitment practice.

3.11

To respond to recruitment and retention problems where they exist.

Responsibility
4.1

In applying this policy the Trust will have due regard to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2

The Trust Scheme of Delegation which determines who has delegated authority
to make decisions regarding pay.
The School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document and Guidance currently in
force (the Trust has committed to continuing to use the STP&CD and this is
incorporated into contracts of employment).
The Education (School Teachers’ Appraisal) (England) Regulations 2012 (the
Appraisal Regulations).
Conditions of Service for School Teachers in England and Wales (Burgundy
Book, August 2000).
The National Joint Council for Local Government Services National Agreement of
Pay and Conditions of Service (Green Book).
Locally agreed conditions of service recognised by the Trust.
The contract of employment between the Trust and the employee.

The nominated officer’s remit is:
•

To make pay decisions where appropriate and report these to the Academy
Council
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To make pay recommendations for Vice Principals, Principals, Executive
Principals and central team staff to the Trust Corporate Coordination Group
and/or Trust Board for approval.
To make pay recommendations for the Chief Executive to the Trust Board for
approval.
To apply fairly performance related pay progression criteria for teachers as
identified within the Pay Policy.
To use the flexibility within the STP&CD in determining discretionary areas of pay
to ensure the aims of this policy are achieved.
To determine salary at the time of the annual review for all teachers with the
exception of their own.
To consider reviews at other times in the year to reflect any changes in
circumstances or job description that lead to a change in the basis for calculating
an individual’s pay.
To consider the recommendations of the nominated appraiser in relation to pay.
To consider pay appeals made by employees where there is a dispute regarding
pay.
To ensure that statutory and contractual requirements are applied to all employee
groups.
To ensure that adequate records of decisions are kept.
To review job descriptions regularly and where responsibility or accountability is
increased, to consider the grade in accordance with the appropriate guidelines.
Any changes to grade must be approved by the Chief Executive.

Pay decisions will be notified to employees in writing by the nominated officer dependent
on the post. Teachers should receive an annual salary statement by 31 October each
year. This will indicate their pay and the elements comprising their pay with effect from 1
September each year. Where salary is determined at any other time teachers should
receive a pay statement within one month of the change.
5.0

The Equality Act 2010
5.1

The Trust supports equality of opportunity and will abide by all relevant legislation and
codes of practice. In particular the Trust will not discriminate on the grounds of any
protected characteristic, i.e. race, colour, nationality, ethnic or national origin, gender,
sexual orientation, religious belief, marital status, disability, age, fixed term or part time
working.

5.2

Decision makers and appraisers will assess whether in making their decisions there are
implications for people with particular protected characteristics. In particular, equality
should be considered in relation to:
•
•
•

Objective setting – the nature and weighting of performance objectives agreed
during appraisal should be non-discriminatory and should provide equal
opportunity to access pay progression.
Pay progression criteria – the nature and degree of challenge of pay progression
criteria should be considered to avoid indirect discrimination.
Recommendations and decisions on teachers’ pay progression – the outcome
should be reported and recorded, taking account of the profile/characteristics of
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•

•
6.0

7.0

Job Descriptions & Person Specifications
6.1

Job descriptions will be provided for all members of staff by the nominated officer. Job
descriptions for the Principal and the Executive Principal will be issued by the Chief
Executive.

6.2

These will be reviewed as part of the appraisal process to check that they are still
appropriate.

6.3

All job descriptions will be produced in standard format and will include the following: key
areas of responsibility; duties of the post; grade; and where appropriate, the
management and/or teaching and learning responsibilities of staff.

Recruitment & Selection
7.1

8.0

those who are granted pay progression and those who do not receive pay
progression.
The nature and scale of pay progression of teachers – in particular, where some
teachers receive accelerated pay progression (e.g. double jumping), the Principal
should look at the profile/characteristics of the teachers concerned as against
other teachers not in receipt of accelerated progression. However, any double
jumping must be approved by the Chief Executive.
Appeals – both in terms of teachers accessing the appeals process and the
outcome of pay appeals.

The nominated officer will operate within the Trust’s agreed procedure for recruitment
and selection, taking into account employment legislation and safer recruitment
arrangements.

Appraisal (Employees paid under STP&CD)
8.1

All employees paid under the STP&CD are required to participate in the arrangements
made for their appraisal, in accordance with their conditions of employment and The
Education (School Teachers’ Appraisal) (England) Regulations 2012 (the Appraisal
Regulations) and the Trust’s Appraisal Policy.

8.2

Under the appraisal arrangements the appraiser and appraisee will seek to agree the
objectives, but where this is not possible; the appraiser will determine objectives against
which the appraisee’s performance will be assessed. In the academy, the appraiser will
make a recommendation on pay progression to the Principal. The Principal will consider
the pay recommendations and report their final decision about pay progression to the
Academy Council (this may not necessarily be the same recommendation as the
appraiser). If this is not the same recommendation as the appraiser the Principal will
meet with the member of staff and give reasons for the change. The Principal will allow
the employee concerned the opportunity to discuss the matter before the decision is
reported to Governors. It will be possible for a ‘no progression’ determination to be made
without recourse to the capability procedure. However, if this is the case, this should not
come as a surprise to the employee as discussions should be ongoing as part of the
appraisal process. In the central team, similar arrangements will apply for those paid
under the STP&CD but pay recommendations will be made by the nominated officer and
reported to Trust Committee/ and or Board for approval.
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8.3

9.0

Support staff paid under NJC conditions are also subject to appraisal arrangements for
professional development purposes only. For the avoidance of doubt, support staff
increments are automatic and not linked to performance or the appraisal policy.

Pay Relativity
9.1

The Trust will seek to ensure that there is pay relativity between posts within the Trust.
Where possible, appropriate differentials will be created and maintained, following the
appropriate guidelines and recognising accountability, job size and the need to recruit,
retain and motivate sufficient employees of the required quality at all levels.

10.0 Records
10.1

Salary records will be confidential to the individual concerned, the Principal, the
appraiser for appraisal purposes, the HR function and appropriate Trust senior officials.

11.0 Support Staff
11.1

The Trust will comply with the National Joint Council for Local Government Services
National Agreement of Pay and Conditions of Service (Green Book); and any local
agreements recognised by the Trust on employees’ conditions of service. The Trust has
discretion to award additional benefits as deemed appropriate to staff with specialist
skills and expertise. Support staff receive annual increments within their pay grade
automatically on 1st April each year.

12.0 Teaching Staff – General
12.1

The Trust will follow the requirements of the current School Teachers Pay and
Conditions Document in implementing the pay policy for teaching staff to ensure staff are
treated fairly, equitably and consistently. Please note it is the intention of the Trust to
award any statutory nationally agreed pay uplift for those paid under the STP&CD
effective from 1st September 2019.

12.2

Teachers will be given a formal statement informing them of their salary with effect from
1 September and an explanation of how it has been arrived at. Notification will be issued
to all teachers other than the Principal no later than 31 October.

12.3

The salaries of all teachers, including those paid on the leadership spine will be reviewed
no later than 31 October following their appraisal, with any resulting increase being paid
with effect from the preceding 1 September. The salary of posts at Principal level and
above will be reviewed by the Trust no later than 31 December of each year. Any
resulting increase will be paid with effect from the preceding 1 September.

12.4

In the case of staff who are absent on maternity leave or long term sick leave,
arrangements will be made for an appraisal review and subsequent salary review to take
place as soon as possible and no later than three months after their return to work. Any
such authorised absence will be taken into account when reviewing performance related
pay progression and overall performance during the period in question will be
considered. Any adjustments will be made on a case by case basis taking into account
the employee’s individual performance and the circumstances of the Academy/service.
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Authorised absence will count as qualifying service for pay progression purposes.
Account will also be taken of the impact of any condition on the teacher’s performance
during the time they were present at work.
13.0 Executive Leadership Pay, including Principals and Vice Principals (new appointments)
13.1

The Trust takes seriously the responsibilities for determining executive pay and
understands that inappropriate pay levels can be challenged by the ESFA. The Trust
Board determines leadership salary levels across the Trust prior to any appointments
being made. Factors such as market forces, issues relating to recruitment and retention,
the context and challenge arising from pupil needs/numbers, the degree of complexity,
challenge and specific demands of the role and the experience required will all be taken
into account when determining pay levels. Where appropriate, benchmarking will take
place of similar roles in other MAT’s. Any conflict of interest when considering executive
pay will be avoided or mitigated against. Decisions will be recorded, including whether
the level of pay reflects value for money. The pay level for new executive team
appointments who are not paid on the STP&CD will also be determined by the Trust
Board.

13.2

Executive Leadership Pay, including Principals and Vice Principals - already in
post (STP&CD)

13.3

13.2.1

With effect from 1st September, the nominated officer is required to review the
performance of the employee against previously set targets and recommend to
the Trust Board whether performance pay progression should be awarded. The
process for this is a transparent one and is outlined in the appraisal policy. The
Chief Executive will take responsibility for the final recommendations to the
Corporate Coordination Group/Trust Board. For Vice Principals, the Executive
Principal will make a recommendation to the Chief Executive who will quality
assure this prior to making a final recommendation to the Corporate
Coordination Group/Trust Board.

13.2.2

Where an award is made, this will be paid with effect from 1 September,
backdated as appropriate.

Other leadership posts – pay on appointment (STP&CD)
13.3.1

The leadership pay spine for 01/09/2018 to be used by the Trust is as follows
(all SCP uplifted by 1.5%).
NB Spinal column points 44 – 53 are additional Trust points.
1

£39,965

2

£40,966

3

£41,989

4

£43,034

5

£44,106

6

£45,213
8

7

£46,430

8

£47,501

9

£48,687

10

£49,937

11

£51,234

12

£52,414

13

£53,724

14

£55,064

15

£56,434

16

£57,934

17

£59,265

18*

£60,153

18

£60,755

19

£62,262

20

£63,806

21*

£64,736

21

£65,384

22

£67,008

23

£68,667

24*

£69,673

24

£70,370

25

£72,119

26

£73,903

27*

£74,985

27

£75,735

28

£77,613

29

£79,535

30

£81,515

31*

£82,701

31

£83,528

32

£85,605
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33

£87,732

34

£89,900

35*

£91,223

35

£92,135

36

£94,416

37

£96,763

38

£99,158

39*

£100,568

39

£101,574

40

£104,109

41

£106,709

42

£109,383

43

£111,007

44

£114,873

45

£117,699

46

£120,595

47

£123,561

48

£126,600

49

£129,403

50

£132,585

51

£135,848

52

£139,188

53

£142,612

When determining the appropriate pay range, the Trust will take into account all
of the permanent responsibilities of the role, any challenges that are specific to
the role, and all other relevant considerations as defined in the STP&CD. From
1st September 2014 the STP&CD provides greater flexibility in determining the
salary range but the Trust policy is that the appointment will be made on a 5point range. The starting salary will be agreed on appointment. Advice should
be taken from the Trust HR function to ensure parity and fairness for posts with
equal responsibilities and delegated authority limits under the Trust Scheme of
Delegation must be adhered to. Appropriate differentials will be maintained
between leadership posts of differing responsibilities.
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13.4

13.5

Other leadership posts – already in post (STP&CD)
13.4.1

With effect from 1st September the Principal is required to review the
performance of the leadership posts against previously set targets and the
relevant standards outlined in the appraisal policy and determine whether
performance pay progression should be awarded.

13.4.2

Where an award is made, this will be paid with effect from 1 September,
backdated as appropriate. Any such decision will be minuted and the employee
notified in writing of the reasons for the decision.

13.4.3

The Principal will review pay in accordance with the STP&CD and determine
what increase in salary will be made within the salary range where there has
been sustained high quality of performance having regard to the results of the
recent appraisal, and to any recommendation on pay progression recorded in
the most recent appraisal report. Up to 2 points may be awarded, but in
exceptional circumstances and provided there is clear evidence that
demonstrates exceptional performance attributable to the individual, more than
2 points may be awarded. However, if more than one-point progression is to be
considered, this must be approved by the Chief Executive in conjunction with
the Director of HR.

13.4.4

The Principal will report pay decisions to the Academy Council where they will
be minuted to ensure a clear audit trail exists, particularly for awarding
discretionary allowances.

Pay Ranges
13.5.1

13.6

Leadership pay ranges may be adjusted by the Principal, subject to approval by
the Executive Principal or Chief Executive in accordance with the Trust Scheme
of Delegation, where there is a significant change in responsibility for a specific
post or because a change is required to ensure leadership team pay maintains
an appropriate differential when comparing the responsibilities of a particular
post to other posts in the Trust.

Acting/Interim Allowances
13.6.1

Acting allowances may be paid to teachers who are assigned and carrying out
the duties of those paid on the leadership spine or TLR ranges. The Principal
will, within a four-week period of the commencement of acting duties, determine
whether or not the acting post holder will be paid an allowance. In the event of
a planned and prolonged absence, if appropriate an acting allowance will be
agreed in advance and paid from the first day of absence. The Chief Executive
or his/her nominated officer must approve any acting allowances.

13.6.2

If the Chief Executive determines that an allowance will be paid, any teacher
who carries out the duties of those paid on the leadership spine will be paid at
an appropriate point of the leadership range from the first day on which they
began to undertake those duties.
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14.0 Classroom Teachers
14.1

On appointment
14.1.1

The nominated officer will advertise and determine the starting salary of a
vacant classroom teacher post having regard to:
•
•
•
•
•

the requirements of the post;
any specialist knowledge required for the post
the experience and skills required to undertake the specific duties of the
post
market conditions
the wider Academy/Trust context.

The previous salary of the teacher will be honoured for recruitment purposes.
All new appointments will receive a written offer which clearly defines their
starting salary.
Please also see the guidance at appendix 1 which identifies the discretionary
criteria that can be used for determining the starting salary of a newly appointed
teacher.
14.2

Performance Related Pay Progression for teachers
14.2.1

All qualified teachers, other than Lead Practitioners, and Post Threshold
Teachers will be paid in accordance with the STP&CD (pay scale for classroom
teachers).
The main pay scale for the Trust will consist of 6 spine points set out below
using the minimum and maximum of the main pay range and applying a 3.5%
uplift to the other SCP.
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
Point 4
Point 5
Point 6

£23,720
£25,594
£27,652
£29,780
£32,126
£35,008

14.2.2

To be awarded performance pay progression teachers will need to have made
at least good progress towards their appraisal objectives and have shown they
meet the relevant teachers’ standards. Teachers in their induction year will be
awarded pay progression on the 1st September following successful completion
of their induction.

14.2.3

Judgement’s will be properly rooted in evidence. Any decision (no movement,
one point, more than one point) will be clearly attributable to the performance of
the teacher in question as evidenced by the appraisal process. As a teacher
progresses up the pay spine, this evidence should show:
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•
•
•
•
•
14.2.4

an increasing positive impact on pupil progress
an increasing positive impact on wider outcomes for pupils
improvements in specific elements of practice identified to the teacher, e.g.
behavior management or lesson planning
an increasing contribution to the work of the Academy or Trust
an increasing impact on the effectiveness of staff and colleagues

In general, teachers will progress one point at a time on the pay spine if the
criteria for pay progression is met. However, for those teachers demonstrating
exceptional performance and evidence of sustained contribution, pay may be
accelerated more than one point at a time but this must be approved by the
Chief Executive in conjunction with the Director of Human Resources. Further
information, including sources of evidence is included in the Trust Appraisal
Policy.

15.0 Threshold & Post Threshold Teachers
15.1

The Upper Pay Range
15.1.1

All Post Threshold Teachers will be paid in accordance with the Document. The
pay scale for the Trust will consist of 3 incremental points (1 band) set out
below: using the minimum and maximum of the upper pay range and applying a
2% uplift to the other SCP.
U1
U2
U3

£36,646
£38,004
£39,406

15.1.2

From 1st September 2013 any qualified teacher can apply to be paid on the
Upper Pay Range. It is the responsibility of the teacher to decide if they wish to
apply or not. If a teacher is simultaneously employed at another school(s)/Trust,
they may submit separate applications if they wish to apply to be paid on the
UPR in that school(s). The Trust will not be bound by any pay decision made by
another school/Trust.

15.1.3

Teachers wishing to be considered for progression through the threshold should
apply to the nominated officer in accordance with the provisions of the
document and must be assessed in line with this policy. The model application
is attached as appendix 3. The evidence to support the application should be
clearly marked on the application form and attached as appendices if needed.

15.1.4

One application may be submitted annually. The closing date for applications is
30th September and if successful pay will be backdated to 1st September.

15.1.5

All applications should include the results of reviews under the Appraisal
Regulations 2012, including any recommendations on pay. Where such
information is not applicable or available, a written statement and summary of
evidence designed to demonstrate that the applicant has met the assessment
criteria must be submitted by the applicant. Teachers will need to provide all of
the information requested in the teacher’s section of the form. Where a teacher
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is absent during the period because of maternity, adoption, paternity, pregnancy
sickness or injury the period of evidence should be reduced to reflect the period
of absence.
15.2

The Assessment
15.2.1

An application from a qualified teacher will be successful where the nominated
officer is satisfied that:
•
•

15.2.2

For the purposes of this pay policy:
•
•

•

15.2.3

15.3

The teacher is highly competent in all elements of the relevant standards;
and
The teacher’s achievements and contribution to the Academy/Trust are
substantial and sustained

Highly competent means the teacher meets the required expectations of
the teachers’ standards’ for the upper pay spine
Substantial means that the teachers achievements and contribution to the
Academy are significant, by contributing, where appropriate, to the
development and implementation of workplace policies and practice,
working effectively as a team member, promoting collaboration, being able
to give sound advice on the development and well-being of children and
young people and demonstrating effective practice that contributes to the
professional development of colleagues and in making a significant wider
contribution to school improvement which impacts on pupil progress
Sustained means the teacher must have made good progress towards
their objectives and that their teaching expertise has grown and is
consistently good to outstanding.

Where it is clear from evidence that the teacher’s performance is exceptional
and where the teacher has met or exceeded their objectives, the nominated
officer may recommend an enhanced progression from the minimum UPR point
to the maximum but this must be approved by the Chief Executive in
conjunction with the Director of HR.

The Process
•
•
•

•

Application forms, complete with the required evidence, must be completed by
30th September and handed to the nominated officer.
The nominated officer will assess the application form and report the decision to
the Academy Council or make recommendations to a Trust Committee/Board.
Teachers will receive written notification of the outcome of their application within
10 working days of the decision being made. Where the application is
unsuccessful, the written notification will include the areas where it was felt that
the teacher’s performance did not satisfy the relevant criteria set out in this policy.
The appraiser will be given copy of this letter to ensure the appropriate targets
can be set for development purposes.
Where the application is unsuccessful, the employee has a right of appeal (see
para 25).
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15.4 Pay determinations effective from 1 September 2018
15.4.1

15.5

The nominated officer will determine whether there should be any movement up
the UPR taking into account the appraisers recommendation in making such a
determination; the provisions of the STP&CD; the appraisal process and
appraisal reviews; evidence that the teacher continues to maintain and be
highly competent at the relevant expectations of the Teachers Standards and
their contribution is substantial and sustained.

Former members of the leadership pay spine /Lead Practitioners
15.5.1

The nominated officer has discretion to pay former members of the leadership
group or those previously employed as Leading Practitioners who have stepped
down from their posts on any point on the upper pay range.

16.0 Leading Practitioners (LP’s)
16.1

The Chief Executive may create in this Trust a post or post(s) for Leading Practitioners
where the primary purpose is to model and lead improvement of teaching skills. The
Trust Board will determine the pay spine for LP’s. and the pay range for individual post
holders in accordance with the agreed pay spine and the STP&CD. When determining
the pay spine, account will be taken of the challenge and demand of the individual post
and internal pay relativities. The appointment will be made on a 5-point range. The
starting salary will be agreed on appointment by the nominated officer. Advice should be
taken from the Trust HR function to ensure parity and fairness for posts with equal
responsibilities. Teachers paid as leading practitioners must be an exemplar of teaching
skills and carry out the professional responsibilities of a teacher other than a Principal,
including those responsibilities delegated by the Principal.

16.2

The pay range for Leading Practitioners in this Trust using the minimum and maximum
of the leading practitioner pay range and applying a 2% uplift to the other SCP is:
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
L13
L14

£40,162
£41,168
£42,196
£43,246
£44,323
£45,435
£46,658
£47,735
£48,927
£50,183
£51,486
£52,672
£53,989
£55,335
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L15
L16
L17
L18

£56,712
£58,219
£59,557
£61,055

16.3

The appraiser will agree Performance Objectives for Leading Practitioners. The
nominated officer will consider the recommendations of the appraiser and report the final
decision on pay progression to the Academy Council or make recommendations to a
Trust Committee/Trust Board.

16.4

If good progress towards achieving performance objectives has been made and there
has been sustained performance overall, the nominated officer may determine an
increase of one point in the course of a year within the relevant five- point range. The
practitioner must demonstrate excellence in teaching and contribute to leading the
improvement of teaching skills and:
•
•
•
•
•

16.5

have made good progress towards their objectives;
is an exemplar of teaching skills, which should impact significantly on pupil
progress, within the school/Trust and within the wider school community, if
relevant;
has made a substantial impact on the effectiveness of colleagues, including any
specific elements of practice that have been highlighted as in need of
improvement;
is highly competent in all aspects of the relevant Teachers’ Standards;
has shown strong leadership in developing, implementing and evaluating policies
and practice in their workplace that contribute to school improvement.

Change to the pay range may be considered by the nominated officer, subject to
approval from the Chief Executive where there has been significant change to the role
and responsibilities of the serving Leading Practitioner.

17.0 Teaching & Learning Responsibility Payments (TLRs)
17.1

Teaching and Learning Responsibility Payments can be recommended by the nominated
officer and can only be awarded to posts that meet the criteria identified in the STP&CD.
However, the awarding of any TLR payments must be approved by the Chief Executive

17.2

The award of TLRs will be in accordance with the staffing structure for the
Academy/Trust.

17.3

TLR1 and TLR 2 will be awarded for clearly defined and sustained additional
responsibility in the context of the Academy’s/Trust’s staffing structure for the purpose of
ensuring the continued delivery of high quality teaching and learning and in accordance
with the criterion and factors set out in the document. In addition, before awarding a
TLR1 the significant responsibility must include line management responsibility for a
significant number of people.

17.4

The Trust will determine the levels and values of the TLR payments, attached to
individual posts, as appropriate to the duties and responsibilities of those posts using the
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following framework (please note all new appointments must be paid the TLR amounts
below):
TLR1
TLR2
A
£7,853
A
£2,721
B
£9,661
B
£4,531
C
£11,473
C
£ 6,646
D
£13,288
These values are effective from 1st September 2018. The Trust undertakes to increase
these values in future as required by the STP&CD.
Under the STP&CD 2014 there is more flexibility for determining the differentials of TLR
payments. However, to ensure consistency and fairness the Trust policy is to maintain
the previous differentials and TLR values, uplifted by 2% from 1st September 2018.
17.5

TLR3 (Fixed Term)
17.5.1

The nominated officer will consider the payment of TLR3 in accordance with the
criteria as set out in the document and will be awarded for a clear, time limited
school improvement project or a one-off externally driven responsibility.
However, payments must be approved by the Chief Executive.

17.5.2

The nominated officer will consider the annual value of the TLR3 payment
which will be:
•
•

No less than £540 per annum
No more than £2,683 per annum

17.5.3

The nominated officer will set out in writing to the teacher the duration of the
fixed term and the amount of the award which will be paid in monthly
instalments. The award of a TLR3 will be for a fixed period and therefore will not
be subject to safeguarding on completion and the teacher will revert to his/her
substantive role on completion. Although a teacher cannot hold a TLR1 and
TLR2 concurrently, a teacher in receipt of either a TLR1 or TLR2 may also hold
a concurrent TLR3.

17.5.4

The nominated officer shall inform all staff and academy trade union
representatives about TLR3 opportunities and the payments attached to them.
The information will be provided at the earliest possible time and in advance of
the post being filled.

18.0 Unqualified Teachers
18.1

The Trust recognises that there are some posts (although these are a minority) where
the appointment of an unqualified teacher may be appropriate, with no expectation that
the unqualified teacher be working towards qualified teacher status, for example
swimming instructor, sports coaches, an artist to teach art, a musician to teach music, an
actor to teach drama etc. However, the Trust expects that qualified teachers only are
timetabled to teach whole classes and unqualified teachers will only be timetabled in
exceptional circumstances; unless they are training to become a qualified teacher.
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The unqualified pay range for teachers in this school using the minimum and maximum
of the unqualified teachers’ pay range and applying a 3.5% uplift to all other SCP is:
UNQ1
UNQ2
UNQ3
UNQ4
UNQ5
UNQ6

£17,208
£19,210
£21,210
£23,212
£25,215
£27,216

18.2

The nominated officer will determine where a newly appointed unqualified teacher enters
the agreed unqualified teachers scale and in accordance with the STP&CD.

18.3

Pay Determinations Effective from 1 September 2018
In order to progress up the unqualified teacher range, unqualified teachers will need to
show that they have made good progress towards their objectives. If the evidence shows
that a teacher has sustained exceptional performance beyond the remit of their
objectives, the nominated officer may award enhanced pay progression but this must be
approved by the Chief Executive in conjunction with the Director of HR. Judgments will
be properly rooted in evidence. As unqualified teachers move up the scale, this
evidence should show:
•
•
•
•
•
•

an improvement in teaching skills
an increasing positive impact on pupil progress
an increasing impact on wider outcomes for pupils
improvements in specific elements of practice identified to the teacher
an increasing contribution to the work of the school/Trust
an increasing impact on the effectiveness of colleagues

Information on sources of evidence is contained within the Trust’s appraisal policy. Pay
progression on the unqualified teacher range will be clearly attributable to the
performance of the individual teacher. The nominated officer will be able to objectively
justify their decisions.
19.0 Recruitment & Retention Incentives & Benefits
19.1

All payments must be approved by the Chief Executive. The nominated officer can
consider awarding lump sum payments, periodic payments, or provide other financial
assistance, support or benefits for a recruitment or retention incentive as per the
STP&CD.

19.2

The nominated officer may recommend awarding such payments where they consider it
is appropriate to do so in order to recruit or retain relevant staff. It will be made clear at
the outset, in writing, the expected duration of any such incentive or benefit, and the
review date after which they may be withdrawn.

19.3

Principals, Vice Principals and Assistant Principals may not be awarded recruitment and
retention allowances other than as a reimbursement of reasonably incurred housing or
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relocation costs. All other recruitment and retention considerations for this group of staff
must be taken into account when determining the salary for the post.
19.4

The nominated officer will, nevertheless, conduct an annual formal review of all such
awards.

20.0 Special Educational Needs
20.1

The nominated officer shall award a SEN allowance of no less than £2,149 and no more
than £4,242 per annum to a classroom teacher:
•
•

20.2

In any SEN post that requires a mandatory SEN qualification and involves
teaching pupils with SEN
Who teaches pupils in one or more designated special classes or units in the
Academy/Trust

The lower value of £2,149 must be awarded by the nominated officer if the criteria
detailed above apply. In addition to this, with approval from the Chief Executive, the
higher value of £4,242 can be awarded to a member of staff who meets the following
criteria:
•
•
•
•

Has appropriate, demonstrable and recognised expertise/qualifications in more
than one area of specialism; e.g. ASD/BSED/SLD
Is the lead outreach practitioner/trainer within the Trust collaboratively with other
Academy/LA colleagues or as part of a multi-agency model
Is the lead practitioner in their field carrying out complex diagnostic assessment
Has considerable relevant experience in their area of specialism and is seen as
the Trust’s leading professional in their area

21.0 Additional Payments
21.1

The nominated officer reserves the right to exercise discretion to recommend to the
Chief Executive the awarding of additional payments to teaching staff, in respect of.
• Continuing professional development undertaken outside the Academy/Trust day.
• Activities relating to the provision of initial teacher training as part of the ordinary
conduct of the Academy/Trust.
• Participation in out of school hours learning activities agreed between the teacher
and the nominated officer
• Additional responsibilities and activities due to, or in respect of, the provision of
services relating to the raising of educational standards to one or more additional
schools.

21.2

Support staff can receive an honorarium payment for clearly defined additional duties
on a fixed term basis.

22.0 Supply Teachers (non-agency supply)
22.1

The nominated officer will on appointment determine the starting salary within the agreed
School Teachers pay range or the agreed Upper Pay Range as determined.
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In making such determinations, the nominated officer may take into account a range of
factors, as set out in this policy.
23.0 Salary Sacrifice Arrangements
23.1

In accordance with the STP&CD teachers’ may participate in any such arrangement
operated by the Trust and the teacher’s gross salary will be reduced accordingly.
Participation in any salary sacrifice arrangement has no effect upon the determination of
any safeguarded sum to which the teacher may be entitled under any provision of the
document.
Please note the Trust reserves the right to introduce additional salary sacrifice schemes,
other than those detailed in the STP&CD.

24.0 Appeals against Pay Determination
24.1

An employee may appeal against a decision relating to his/her pay and the Trust has
adopted a policy for dealing with pay appeals, which is attached as Appendix 2.

25.0 Monitor and Review of the Policy
25.1

Northern Education Trust is committed to monitoring and reviewing the effectiveness of
the pay policy with recognised trade unions, both at national level through the JCC and
at local level with academy representatives. As the employer, the Trust will monitor
salary decisions and take appropriate remedial action if it is felt there is a potential equal
pay issue. There is also a commitment to monitor the workload impact of the policy
through regular professional dialogue and feedback from appraisers and appraises.
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APPENDIX 1
GUIDANCE ON CRITERIA FOR THE STARTING SALARY OF A NEWLY APPOINTED
TEACHER
Additional points may be awarded for years of experience other than employment as a teacher
that are considered relevant and of value to the experience and performance of that teacher in
the following circumstances:
•
•
•
•
•

One point on the main scale for each year of service as a qualified teacher in a city
technology college, a city college for the technology of the arts or an independent
school.
One point on the main scale for each year of service as a qualified teacher in an
overseas school outside the European Economic Area or Switzerland in the maintained
sector of the country concerned.
One point on the main scale for each year of service teaching in further education,
including sixth form colleges.
One point on the main scale for each year of service teaching in higher education.
One point on the scale for each period of three years spent outside teaching but working
in a relevant area. This might include industrial or commercial training, time spent
working in an occupation relevant to the teacher’s work at the school, and experience
with children/young people.

Where such points are awarded, this will be made clear in the written offer of appointment.
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APPENDIX 2
APPEALS AGAINST PAY DECISIONS
Where an employee is unhappy with a pay decision, they should initially inform the nominated
officer and be offered a meeting with them to discuss their case. If the issue is not resolved at
this meeting, the formal process below will be used.
The Trust has adopted the following procedure for dealing with appeals against pay decisions.
The grounds for appeal are that the nominated officer making the decision:
a) Incorrectly applied the Trust pay policy or any provision of the School Teachers Pay and
Conditions Document or the NJC document;
b) Failed to have proper regard for statutory guidance;
c) Failed to take proper account of relevant evidence;
d) Took account of irrelevant or inaccurate evidence;
e) Was biased;
f) Unlawfully discriminated against the member of staff.
Procedure
Pay appeals will be heard by a more senior member of staff not previously involved in making
relevant pay decisions.
Employees will be able to appeal if they are not satisfied with the decision of the nominated
officer for any of the reasons outlined above and they wish to advance their case for
consideration.
Upon receipt of the decision of the nominated officer, the member of staff should give written
notice of the intention to appeal and the grounds for the appeal within 10 working days.
The more senior member of staff will then arrange for the appeal to be heard within 20 working
days following receipt of the written notice of appeal.
The appellant will be given at least 5 working days’ notice of the appeal hearing and will be
required to submit his/her case in writing at least 2 working days before the hearing.
The appellant has the right to be accompanied by a work colleague or a trade union
representative.
The nominated officer who made the original decision on pay will be required to submit the case
in writing at least 2 working days before the appeal hearing and will attend the appeal hearing.
The Appeal decision will be given to the appellant in writing within 5 working days of the appeal
hearing.
Where an appeal is rejected the person hearing the appeal will inform the appellant in writing of
the evidence considered and the reasons for the decision.
The nominated officer who made the original decision will also be notified of the outcome of the
hearing.
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The decision of the Appeal Hearing will be final and binding on both parties.
PROCESS FOR THE APPEAL HEARING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The Chair will begin by introducing those present.
The appellant* will be given an opportunity to make representations to the Chair on
his/her appeal (copies of the formal appeal documents having been given to the
Chair). Witnesses may be called, as notified and at the discretion of the committee.
The nominated officer who made the original decision shall be given an opportunity to
ask questions of the appellant.
The Chair shall be given an opportunity to ask questions of the appellant.
The nominated officer who made the original decision shall be given an opportunity to
respond, calling any witnesses as notified and at the discretion of the Committee.
The appellant* shall be given an opportunity to ask questions of the nominated officer
The Chair shall be given an opportunity to ask questions of the nominated officer
The appellant shall have an opportunity to sum up his/her case.
The nominated officer to sum up his/her response.
The appellant, his/her representative and the nominated officer to withdraw from the
meeting.
The Chair to consider the appeal, the nominated officer’s and appellant’s responses
and any advice and guidance provided by HR to reach a decision on the matter.
The decision to be notified to the appellant and the nominated officer within 5 working
days.

Notes: *or his/her representative;
A member of the Trust HR function is able to attend with the nominated officer and the Chair
may also be supported by a HR representative
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APPENDIX 3
Model Threshold Application
Request for Threshold Assessment
This form should be handled in confidence at all times

Eligibility criteria
In order to be assessed you will need to:
•
•

hold Qualified Teacher Status on the date of your request; and
be employed as a teacher

All those wishing to become post-Threshold teachers will need to meet the
standards specified in the appraisal and pay policy and meet the career stage
expectations.
Please enclose copies of your appraisal reports and/or performance management
review statements that relate to the year immediately prior to the date on which
you submit your request.
Pass the request form to your Principal before 30th September in the year you wish
to apply.
Part 1: Teacher details
To be completed by the teacher
Personal details
Surname
First name(s)
Previous surname (if applicable)
DfE or GTC (Wales) teacher reference number
(this must be seven digits including zeros)

/

Please give details if you are submitting appraisal reports or performance
management statements from another school
Name and address of school/LA

Date(s) of
employment

Name of head
teacher/ service
manager

Declaration by the teacher
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I confirm that at the date of this request I meet the eligibility criteria and I submit appraisal
reports and/or performance management statements covering the one- year period prior
to this request for assessment.
Signed
Date
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Part 2: Actions for the Principal
Check that the teacher is eligible to be assessed.

•

Check the teacher meets the standards as defined in the pay policy, appraisal
policy and the career stage expectations and discuss with the Executive
Principal

•

Complete the Principal’s statement (see page 4).

•

Sign, date and copy the form. Inform the teacher of the outcome within 10
working days of the decision. If the application was refused provide feedback to
the teacher on this and the reasons why.

•

Report the pay decision to the Academy Council.

To be completed by the Principal
Name of teacher
Academy
Please record your overall judgements below.

Provide an explanation of whether the standards are met and if not, the reasons why not.
Record the decision as to whether the application is successful or not.

Signature
Please paste in electronic/scanned signature above if
submitting the application form electronically.
Print name

Date
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CONTACTS
For advice on the content of this policy please contact:
Jude Telford
Director of HR and Communications
Northern Education Trust
j.telford@northerneducationtrust.org
M: 07976 044539
Jess Worthington
HR Manager
Northern Education Trust
j.worthington@northerneducationtrust.org
M: 07714 245673
Georgina Taylor
Senior HR Advisor
Northern Education Trust
g.taylor@northerneducationtrust.org
M: 07714 245678
Jo Burnside
HR Advisor
Northern Education Trust
j.burnside@northerneducationtrust.org
M: 07715 671660
Katie Rose
HR Advisor
Northern Education Trust
k.rose@northerneducationtrust.org
M: 07715 655495
Employees are also encouraged to contact their trade union representative for advice and
support where appropriate.
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